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SUMMARY

Inspection on February 21-22, 1984

Areas Inspected

This special, unannounced inspection involved 14 inspector-hours on site in the
areas of control of personnel exposure, control of work in the containment, IE
Infomation Notice No. 82-51, and qualification of contract HP technicians.

Results

Of the four areas inspected, no violations.or deviations were identified in three
areas; one apparent violation was found in one area (paragraph 5).
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REPORT DETAILS |

1. Persons Contacted

!Licensee Employees

*W. Crawford, Manager, Operations and Maintenance
*S. Crocker, Manager, Environmental and Radiation Control
*F. Gilman, Regulatory Compliance
*J. Sturtevant, Regulatory Compliance
*F. Lowery, Operating Supervisor
*A. McCauley, Onsite Nuclear Safety
J. Allen, Shift Foreman
M. Burch, Radiation Control Foreman

Other licensee employees contacted included one technician and one operator.

NRC Resident Inspector

*S. Weise, Senior Resident Inspector

* Attended exit interview

2. Exit Interview

The inspection scope and findings were summarized on February 22, 1984, with
those persons indicated in paragraph I above. The inspector informed
licensee management that failure of personnel to comply with radiological
posting, failure to obtain a radiation work permit (RWP) for the reactor
sump entry, and failure of the operator to understand the potential radio-
logical hazards in the reactor sump prior to obtaining the key to the locked
high radiation area in the sump is a violation of Technical Specifications
6.11 and 6.13. Failure to perform the necessary radiological surveys prior
to entering the sump is a violation of 10 CFR 20.201(b). Licensee manage-
ment acknowledged the violations for the sump entry.

An enforcement conference was held on February 23, 1984, in the Region II
office in Atlanta. Mr. E. E. Utley, Executive Vice President, Power Supply
and Engineering and Construction and members of the CP&L staff met with
Mr. James P. O'Reilly, NRC Regional Administrator, and members of his staff.
Region II representatives discussed the apparent violations of 10 CFR 20.201(b)
and Technical Specifications 6.11 and 6.13. Licensee management acknowledged
the Region II concerns and stated their immediate corrective action.

3. Licensee Action on Previous Enforcement Matters

Not inspected. -
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. 4. Unresolved Items -

;
' Unresolved items were not identified during this inspection.

|

| 5. . Control of Personnel Exposure
~

: This inspection reviewed the circumstances surrounding an unauthorized entry
into the reactor keyway sump by a reactor operator at approximately
3:00 a.m. , on February 19, 1984. The reactor flux thimbles were in the

,.

:- retracted position at the time of the entry.

The reactor flux thimbles were withdrawn from the reactor in preparation for
i defueling the core. On February 19, 1984, the licensee began flooding the

refueling canal. _ An inflatable rubber seal, the pneumaseal, is inflated i

1 around the reactor vessel flange prior to flooding the refueling canal in. I

order to prevent a leak from the refueling canal to the reactor keyway sump. |
t After the refueling canal is flooded. sufficiently to determine if the ;
i pneumaseal is providing the required leak seal, personnel go to the reactor i

keyway. sump area to check for leaks. The shift foreman dispatched a |,

1 licensed operator to go into the sump to check for -leaks. No other +

| instructions were given. The shift foreman and operator knew that the flux ,

i thimbles were withdrawn. Neither individual associated the withdrawn
i thimbles with potential high dose rates at the ladder into the , sump area.

The operator and the shift foreman recalled seeing a letter, probably IE
Notice 82-51, which described overexposures at other; plants due to withdrawn.

j flux thimbles. The operator's recollection of the' letter was that the
: overexposures occurred when personnel at the other plants departed ladders
! into the reactor sump and approached the thimble guide tubes close to the -

bottom of the reactor vessel. The shift foreman stated that he did not
realize the dose rates in the sump would be as high'as they were later found ,

to be. He also stated that he meant for the operator to go only' to the !-

platform below the deck and he had not expected the operator to go down the
3 ladder into the sump below the biological shield wall. !

i t

The operator obtained the key to the locked high radiation area in the sump
! from the shift foreman. Technical Specification 6.13 requires that each >

1 High Radiation Area in which the intensity of radiation is greater than
; 1000 mrem /hr shall be barricaded, conspicuously posted as a high radiation :
1 area, entrance controlled by issusing an RWP, personnel entering the area '

} shall be provided with a dose rate instrument, and in addition, locked doors
! shall be provided to prevent unauthorized entry into such areas and the keys
! shall be maintained under the administrative control of the Shift Foreman on
'

duty. Technical Specification 6.11 requires that procedures for personnel ;

radiation protection be prepared consistent with the requirements of 10 CFR
,

Part 20 and be approved, maintained and adhered to for all operations !
involving personnel radiation exposure. Procedure AP-027, Conduct of-

| Operations, Section 4.1.16 requires "The individual or work group intending
i to use the equipment or enter an area under key control should understand
! and appreciate the particular operational or safety requirements associated
}
, .
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with the equipment or area." The operator checked .out the key without
knowing the safety requirements- of the area. The Shift Foreman failed to1 <

fulfil- his responsibility for key' control of locked high radiation areas
when he issued the locked high radiation area key to the operator for the
sump entry without realizing the radiological hazard involved. . This is a

; violation of Technical Specification 6.13, 6.11, and procedure AP-027
(50-261/84-05-01).

*

At approximately 2:30 a.m., on February 19, the operator located a contract;

health physics technician and identified the need to go into the steam,
' generator pump bay to check for leakage. The operator needed the technician
i- to unlock the door to the pump bay and provide coverage since the opeator
i did not have a survey instrument. The technican escorted the operator into

the pump bay. After entering the pump bay the operator said he needed to
l enter the sump to check for leaks. Signs attached at the hand grip for the
; ladder into the sump stated " Caution, High Radiation Area, Airborne Radio-
| activity Area" and included the radiation symbol. Another radiological sign
i on a wall about 3 feet away stated "No entry - call RC Foreman". The latter

~

: sign was not noticed by the technician. The operator saw the sign but
,

assumed that he did not need to call the RC foreman since the technician was
,

! with him to provide coverage. The operator had a key to open the lock on
: the sump. The technican did not have a respirator with him because he had
| not expected to enter an airborne area. After opening the sump, the '

! technician did not enter the sump platform area to perfonn the survey but
! stuck the teletector probe into the sump at the platform level to determine ;
I dose rates. He was able to survey the platform from his location and found
| 1.5-2 R/hr. The technician did not convey this information directly to the
| operator. ~ However, this operator heard the dose rate range when another

operator arrived and talked about the dose rate with the technician. No air'

i sample was taken even though the technician observed the area was posted as
| an airborne area. The technician later stated to the inspector that hc had
]. no knowledge about why the sump was posted as an airborne radioactivity
j area. The technician told the operator to don the respirator and enter the
j sump. The technician could see the operator as he descended the ladder into
| a sump area that the technician had been unable to reach with the teletector
; but failed to stop further entry into the sump. 10 CFR 20.201(b) requires '

i that each licensee make or cause to be made such surveys as (1) may be
necessary for the licensee to comply with the regulations in this part, and <4

| (2) are reasonable under the circumstances to evaluate the extent of
{ radiation hazards that may be present. The HP technician failed to perform
|- a radiation and air sample survey of the area entered by the operator. This
; is a violation of 10 CFR 20.201(b). Health Physics procedure HPP-006,

~

Radiation Work Permits, states that personnel on routine RWPs obtain radio-
logical information about the specific areas from the radiological posting. i

| HPP-006 --also requires a non-routine WP for work which has a relatively
large radiological hazard. Failure of'the operator and technician to obey;

,

; the posting stating "no entry" and failure to obtain a non-routine RWP is '

another example of a procedure violation which is a violation of Technical,

Specification 6.11(50-261/84-05-01).

:
'

I
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The only instructions given the operator by the technician was that the
operator shouldn't stay. in long because his administrative dose limit for
the leak . inspection was only 150 mrem as shown by his identification tape
put on the operator at the checkpoint. The operator exited the. sump after
less than one minute.'. The sump was relocked. The operator's pocket -
dosimeter was not checked prior to his entry into the sump or upon his exit.
After locking the sump, the operator returned to other work inside the
containment. His dosimeter was reading 400 mrem when he exited the contain -
ment. The checkpoint radiation control technician told the operator to go
to 'the records office to have his TLD read due to his receiving unexpected
exposure. The TLD indicated 539 mrem. The operator's total exposure for
the first quarter 1984 is 654 mrem. An investigation was initiated to
determine where the exposure was received. The contract technician was sent
with another technican to resurvey the area in the sump where the operator
went. The technician found 5 R/hr down the ladder into the sump. When no
other high radiation areas could be found that would explain the operator's
exposure, two CP&L technicians were sent to survey the area. They found
75-100 R/hr down the ladder into the sump. The highest dose rate that they
could reach with teletectors from the platform was 400 R/hr. This is still
several feet from the reactor vessel and the thimble location (VIO
50-261/84-05-01).

6. Control Over Work in the Containment Vessel

Work is controlled in the containment vessel (CV) by RWPs, routine and
non-routine. When personnel enter the CV, they inform the CP&L technician
in the CV of the work they will be performing. The technician assigns
another technician to cover the work. The CP&L technician acts as a job
coordinator and ensures that RWP requirements are fulfilled. At the time of
the operator entry into the reactor sump, no CP&L technican was available in
the CV. The contract technician left to cover work in containment did not.
have a sufficiently broad base of experience nor was he familiar enough with '

the plant to control entries into the reactor sump.

Although, no violations or deviations were identified, this aspect was a
contributing factor to the event discussed in paragraph 5.

7. IE Information Notice No. 82-51

IE Information Notice No. 82-51: Overexposure in PWR Cavities, described a
1982 overexposure due to withdrawn reactor flux thimbles and an operator
entering the undervessel area to look for leaks. The Notice listed five
other similar overexposures since 1972 and one near overexposure. The
licensee documented review of the Notice by SR0s and the Radiation Control
staff. The Notice was not added to training programs for the Radiation
Control staff or contract health physics technician training. On
February 22, 1984, in response to the event described in paragraph 5, the '
licensee distributed an information letter describing the event and other
locations in the plant where extremely high radiation levels could be
encountered. The letter requires supervision to review the letter with all

- plant and contractor employees.
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No violations or deviations were identified.
,

.8. . ANSI Qualifications of Contract HP Technicians

Technical ' Specification 6.3.1' requires that each member of the facility
staff meet or exceed ANSI N18.1-1971 with regard to the minimum qualifica-
tions for comparable positions. ANSI 18.1-1971, Section 4.5.2 requires that
technicians in responsible positions have a minimum of two years working

. experience in their specialty. These personnel should have a minimum of one
year of related technical training in addition to their experience'.

The licensee determines the ANSI qualifications of contract HP technicians
by reviewing resumes and.by af passing score on a test. The licensee does
not check with previous employers in order to determine the accuracy of the

/ resumes. The inspector reviewed a test taken by a contract HP technician
and concluded that the test was not very demanding for determining the
skills and. abilities of an HP technician. The answers to = several test
questions did not adequately answer the specific question although, no
points were cou,nted off for the inadequate answers.

The inspector reviewed a contract technician resume. The resume is set up
to show the place, dates of employment, a list of jobs the technician was
involved in during each work period, the number of weeks at the facility,
and the total number of hours worked at the facility. The resume is
adequate for an indication that a technician has met the two year experience
requirement of ANSI 18.1-1971 but is not a positive indicator that a
technician has the knowledge and skills assumed for a fully qualified
technician.

The. inspector interviewed the technician involved in the sump entry. The
technician gained his qualifications while working as a contract junior HP
technican at a reactor facility. The technician received some formal
instruction in health physics during training sessions held one time each

| week during the off-duty hours. The scope and depth of the training was not
!_ detennined by the inspector. The technician, while under the direction of a
'

Senior HP Technician, participated in air sampling, smear and radation
; surveys. Most of his survey work appeared to be of a routine natu % xcept
' for his work with steam generator jumping. The technician had i s3'q

experience where a senior technician would ask him to evaluate sun :y rM a;

j or other aspects of a maintenance job in order to determine personnsit
: protection requirements. The information on the technician's resume
| indicates that he meets the 2-year experience requirement of A5 18.1-1971.

From the interview, the inspector determined ~ that the techn. ian has

| participated in performing radiological surveys. The portion of his past
'

. experience that is attributable to radiological surveys could not be
accurately determined.;
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' Although ' the technician meets the two year experience requirement of
ANSI 18.1-1971 for a qualified technician, the events of the reactor cavity
entry indicate he has insufficient experience _in evaluating health physics
requirements for non-routine work efforts. Further, the testing performed
by the licensee was ineffective in identifying the need to limit this
individual's scope of responsibility.

No violations or deviations were identified. This area will be reviewed
againduringafutureinspection(84-05-02).
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